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Abstract: This article examines the issues in assessment of the energy efficiency of industrial facilities,
which have not yet been scientifically resolved, in contrast to the widely used approaches to assessing
residential buildings, which are similar in many countries of the world. The sequence of the study was
determined in combination with the characteristics of the methods used, the leading of which was the
expert survey method. Based on the analysis of the collected statistical information, the significance
of energy efficiency indicators was agreed upon and assessed for three groups: first—industrial
building, second—technological processes, and third—ensuring the environmental friendliness and
energy efficiency of an industrial facility. The weight of each group was also determined based on an
expert survey. This made it possible to calculate the specific weights of the indicators and formulate
a rating scale. The principle of assigning points for each indicator is determined depending on the
deviation of actual values from standard values for quantitative indicators and according to the
characteristics of the object of analysis for qualitative indicators. The result of the study was the
positioning of classes on the scale of energy efficiency within the established boundaries based on
experimental data.

Keywords: energy efficiency; energy saving; renewable energy sources; industrial facility; energy
efficiency indicators; energy efficiency class; energy efficiency scales; sustainability

1. Introduction

Modern conditions for the economic development of enterprises engaged in pro-
duction and economic activities in the industrial sectors of the economy determine the
relevance of the tasks of resource conservation [1,2]. This issue is of particular importance
in the presence of budgetary constraints and inflationary processes that affect the growth of
tariffs on energy resources [3–5]. Difficult environmental, epidemiological, and geopolitical
conditions that destabilize the world economy have a negative impact on the investment
climate and orient the management of enterprises toward saving on all types of costs,
including fuel and energy. Digital monitoring and energy management (EnM) tools are of
great importance in this regard [6–9]. This research topic has remained relevant for a long
time and is consistently developing in accordance with the emerging problems of national
and global economies, as well as new technological opportunities.

A study of the experience of energy saving and ensuring the energy efficiency (EnEff)
of facilities showed that one of the turning points in the formation of an obvious global
need for the conservation of natural resources was the oil crisis of 1973. During this period,
national and international approaches to solving energy problems began to be developed.

Among them, one can single out a general direction in solving the problems of energy
saving and ensuring EnEff—the formation at the state level of a legislative framework and
programs to stimulate activities to save energy resources, the development of standards in
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the field of EnEff, energy certification (certification), and labeling of buildings. In global
practice, most of the current standards and the legislative frameworks as a whole relate
to residential and public buildings, but there are practically no system solutions in the
field of energy saving and energy efficiency for industrial facilities (EnEffIF). This fact
is confirmed by official intergovernmental documents. According to the “Draft Action
Plan for Energy Efficiency in Industry and Assessment of the Role of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe in its Implementation” the objectives of the Task Force
on Energy Efficiency in Industry are: “to articulate clearly and intelligibly what exactly
is meant by energy efficiency in industry. . .”. Thus, at the theoretical level and in the
practice of enterprises engaged in production and economic activities in the industrial
sectors of the economy, there is no unified system for assessing the EEffIF recognized
by authoritative organizations of international status. Moreover, there is no certainty
regarding the principles for choosing an approach to assessing EnEff in industry. These
unresolved issues and the disunity of opinions among scientists is creating new directions
for discussion among both government authorities and intergovernmental organizations, as
well as the scientific community. The reports of intergovernmental organizations and those
of representatives of the authorities responsible for EnEff issues are of the most importance,
taking into account the level of elaboration of the material. Among the authors of scientific
works on the topic of this study, it should be noted: Karasek A. et al. evaluate the EnEff
of the countries of the European Union (EU) using data coverage analysis (DEA) [10];
Patterson M. et al. analyze the practice of assessing industrial energy and discuss the need
to take into account decarbonization trends through electrification and renewable energy
in industry [11]; Richter B. et al. offer a model for assessing EnEff and setting priorities
in industry based on the PROMETHEE multi-criteria method [12]; Wang Y. et al. conduct
research compiling data on environmental friendliness and EnEff in the context of “green”
design and the construction of facilities [13–15]; Luo S. et al. analyze the relationship
between the energy consumption of enterprises and greenhouse emissions [16,17].

Attempts to form approaches to assessing EnEff in industry are reflected in scientists’
works: Lyakhomsky A.V. et al. propose to evaluate the level of EnEff of technological
processes by determining the specific energy costs per unit of output in natural units [18];
Romankova T.V. et al. offer to evaluate the level of EnEff of industrial products, proposing
the use of the following indicators: the energy intensity of products, the “energy component
of the cost of manufactured (sold) products”, and “energy return” (inverse indicator
of energy intensity) [19]; Osipov V.A. et al. in the monograph “Energy Efficiency of
Industrial Production”, propose to calculate the EnEff of a production system, taking
into account the labor productivity and energy intensity of production [20]. The issues
of the energy characteristics of building and engineering networks are considered in the
works of the representatives of NP “AVOK”, Shilkin N.V. and Tabunshchikov Y.A. [21,22].
The architecture of an energy-efficient industrial building, taking into account “green”
standards, is considered by Fisenko A.A. and Basse M.E. [23]. Proposals for a rating system
for assessing the EnEff of industrial enterprises are presented in the scientific works of
Myatishkin G.V. and Filinov A.S. [24]. Based on the study of these works, the authors
came to the conclusion that in existing assessments of EnEff in industry, different objects
were considered: technological processes, industrial products, industrial production, and
industrial building. There are no scientific works and guidelines that would allow us
to combine all the above issues while taking into account current trends in the field of
sustainable development in a unified system of indicators.

Reports and the programs of international organizations present various approaches
to classifying buildings according to their EnEff level [25,26]. When assessing the EnEff of a
property in Finland, water consumption, electricity consumption and the energy required
for ventilation of the building are analyzed. In the USA, the assessment of the EnEff class
of buildings is carried out according to the specific consumption of primary energy in
kWh/m2 per year (RESNET standard); in the EU countries, assessment concerns the value
of the specific annual consumption of primary energy per 1 m2 of the total building area
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(standard EN 15217) [27]; in Russia the class of the EnEff (CEnEff) of a residential building
is determined by the value of the specific consumption of thermal energy for heating during
the heating period; in Belarus assessment concerns the indicator of specific consumption of
thermal energy for heating and ventilation [25,26]. At the same time, a distinctive feature of
the classification of buildings by EnEff is both the assessment indicator itself and the billing
period; in most countries it is one year, however, in some countries a monthly calculation
mode is established.

The study also showed that the InterfaxERA environmental and energy rating agency
attempted to create an EnEff rating at three levels: one for business (rating of enterprises in
Russia and Kazakhstan), one for industry groups of enterprises, and one for regions [28,29].
Ranking is carried out according to five criteria: energy and resource efficiency (energy
and resource costs per unit of output), technological efficiency (resource consumption and
waste generation per unit of work done), ecosystem efficiency (the level of pollution and
environmental impacts coming from the company’s enterprises, which can be assimilated
by natural ecosystems in the areas where these enterprises are located), efficiency dynamics
(change in efficiency since 2005), and transparency (the level of disclosure of reporting
on energy and resource consumption and environmental impacts). InterfaxERA experts
compare sixteen industry groups: oil and gas production and pumping; extraction of
other types of raw materials; agricultural production; transport; construction; capital
infrastructure; management and distribution networks; food and medicine; non-food
retail goods; woodworking; mechanical engineering and metalworking; casting and heavy
engineering; thermal processing of raw materials; chemical production; utilities; and power
generation and distribution. Companies are ranked according to the value of each criterion.
The final place in the ranking is determined by the sum of the places in the five ranking lists.

The authors concluded that when conducting an assessment, it is necessary to take
into account the current conditions and factors of sustainable development of industrial
enterprises that directly or indirectly affect the EnEffIF. First of all, such factors include the
environmental aspects of the enterprise, which determine its impact on the environment.
Therefore, in the context of the development of “green” standards in construction and the
introduction of mandatory carbon reporting for individual enterprises, these factors should
be taken into account when assessing the EnEffIF. In addition, the reviewed materials do
not include an assessment of the aspects of EnEff management (management activities in
the field of EnEff), and it determines a significant potential for energy saving and increasing
the EnEffIF.

The results of a review of publications and the regulatory frameworks of various
countries enable us to draw the conclusion that there is no methodology for assessing EnEff
classes.

The study identified key issues that determine the research agenda:

- industrial facilities were not previously considered as an object of study;
- assessment methods and indicators of EnEffIF (production systems are considered),

which are proposed by scientists in scientific articles, are based on the determination
of a single specific indicator of EnEff, reflecting only the energy intensity per product;

- the proposed approaches to assessing EnEff in industry do not allow addressing only
current individual development trends without taking into account in the overarching
trends: the “environmental agenda”, carbon reporting, energy intensity, etc.;

- none of the proposed assessment systems take aspects of enterprise EnM into account.

There are universal point-rating assessment systems used to assess the level of build-
ings’ “environmental friendliness” (sustainability), known as “green standards”. Despite
their environmental focus, they account for the efficiency of energy resource management
but not the fixed assets that correspond to technological processes for industrial facilities.

Considering the urgent need to develop a methodology for assessing and classify-
ing industrial facilities according to EnEff, the scientific team of the National Research
University Moscow State University of Civil Engineering conducted a three-year (from
2020–2022) study with the support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research on the
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topic “Development of a methodology for assessing energy efficiency classes of industrial
facilities”. Interim results of the study were published in rating journals and received
positive reviews from foreign experts [30,31]. In particular, the results of a study of various
approaches to assessing the EnEff of enterprises and other facilities (for example, residential
and public) allowed the authors to conclude that it is advisable to use an assessment based
on a point-rating system, the methodological prototype of which can be defined as “green
standards”. Such a system makes it possible to take into account many quantitative and
qualitative indicators of EnEff in a wide range of estimates (interval values), and on this
basis, we propose a system of indicators [30].

All the above arguments made it possible to formulate the goal of this study: the
development of a universal point-rating system for assessing the EnEff of an industrial
facility (IF). The object of the study is an IF (a category previously introduced by the authors
of the study to specify the diagnostic object). This category should not be confused with an
industrial building; in most cases, the building is part of an IF.

To achieve the goal, the following tasks were identified:

1. Determination of the boundaries of the scale of EnEff classes for industrial facilities.
2. Determination of classes on the EnEff scale of IF.
3. Approbation of a point-rating system through assessment of the EnEffIF using the

example of an operating enterprise.

The research stages, materials, and methods are described in more detail in the next
section. To make decisions on conceptual controversial issues, international expert surveys
were conducted (for example, when choosing the composition of indicators, the number of
classes, the scale of rating ranges, etc.).

The results obtained make it possible to identify industrial facilities by class (from
A++ to G), which can become a reference tool for realizing the potential for sustainable
development of an enterprise by increasing the EnEffIF. The assessment approach and
scaling system were tested at an IF for the production of concrete transport equipment.

2. Materials and Methods

This study covers the final stage of work on a scientific project that has been carried
out over a period of three years. Intermediate results for two stages of the study have been
published, and some of them form the informational basis of this stage of work [30,31]
(Figure 1).

The results of the study, indicating their significance for the third stage:
Results of the first stage:
(1.1)—A form was developed for obtaining and processing information on industrial

enterprises and the general and energy characteristics of industrial facilities in their com-
position, known as the Unified Information Statistical Database on Industrial Facilities
(UISB), in accordance with the register of the All-Russian Classifier of Economic Activities
(OKVED) and the open data of the Information Service “Catalog of enterprises” of the State
Information Systems of Industry (GISP), containing the following information: the name
of the enterprise, the name of the IF, the actual address, and the OKVED code. This result
is of great practical importance, provided that it is applied in the practical activities of
industrial enterprises, regardless of their country of origin. Data can be used to consolidate
information on industrial facilities on a national scale and determine their EnEff classes on
this statistical basis [30].

(1.2)—A comparative description of the practice of dividing industrial facilities into
certain groups based on EnEff-indicators was carried out, the results of which were: the
systematization of EnEff-indicators and labeling systems and EnEff scales for assessment
objects in the USA, EU countries, and CIS countries. The practices of individual countries
are noted, in which there are methods for classifying “buildings”, including industrial ones,
as energy efficient. At the same time, the absence of a unified approach to the definition of
the concept of “IF” was revealed.
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Results of the second stage:
(2.1)—The object of research was specified (“production facility”). It is important to

consider here that this is not only a building (as in most sustainability or EnEff classification
systems), but also a single engineering infrastructure. In addition, there are aspects that
should be encouraged, such as a level of management that ensures energy efficient policy.
These areas of assessment determined the grouping of EnEff-indicators, which differed
from those previously used in the direction of a wider coverage of the assessed factors [29].

(2.2)—EnEff factors (preliminary) that affect the EnEffIF were identified. This takes
into account both the traditional efficiency policy, which focuses on reducing the energy
intensity of finished products, and modern trends in the development of non-traditional
technologies and the environmental friendliness of processes and industrial resources [29].

(2.3)—The basic principles of forming systems of EnEff-indicators for industrial enter-
prises were formulated, enabling evaluations of approaches for any industry or direction
and at any scale of use of enterprises and corresponding industrial complexes. An impor-
tant principle is compliance with the requirements of regulations, mandatory standards,
and legal documents governing the construction and industrial industries of the country
where the assessment of industrial facilities is carried out [29].

(2.4)—The names and composition of EnEff-indicators, which include quantitative and
qualitative indicators, were clarified. These indicators integrated the best methodological
developments in the field of assessing the EnEff and environmental friendliness of buildings,
which are largely reflected in the rating average indicators of “sustainability” or “green”
standards, where one of the mandatory thematic sections is “EnEff” (Figure 2).
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In this study, groups of indicators were determined in more detail and the weight of
each indicator was assessed and sequentially weighted in the group share.
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(2.5)—Algorithms and formulas for assessing EnEffIF based on the determination of
quantitative and qualitative assessments, applicable to various industries and allowing
comparison with the criterion (normative) values of EnEff-indicators, and, in further
research, applicable to the determination of the EnEff classes of industrial facilities.

To solve the theoretical first and second tasks of the final stage of the study, which
are related to determining the conditions for using the scale to assess the EnEff classes of
industrial facilities, empirical methods of expert analysis were applied, as well as methods
on the theoretical level of research (analysis and synthesis) which enable the systematization
of the data obtained and the identification of non-random dependencies, for example, when
evaluating the quality of responses. The expert analysis was carried out on the basis of a
survey of specialists in EnEff (representatives of enterprises, experts, members of scientific
and academic communities) in several directions: the assessment of the system of EnEff-
indicators formed in the study, the determination of the weight values of indicators in
the total set of assessment indicators, and the principles of the classification of industrial
facilities’ levels of EnEff.

The survey questionnaire included two blocks of questions: general questions (reflect-
ing the characteristics of the respondent and the sectoral affiliation of the enterprise he
represents) and special questions on the topic of the study (information necessary for the
analysis of the proposals of the authors of the study) (Figure 3):
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Questions 10–41 identified qualitative and quantitative data for further research,
reflecting the need to take each indicator and its significance in points into account. Re-
spondents assessed the significance of indicators on a scale from one to ten for assessing
the level of EnEffIF, where one point is the least significant indicator and ten points is the
most significant indicator. If, in the opinion of the expert, the indicator required exclusion
from the assessment system, then it was necessary to put zero points. Thus, the significance
of the indicator was assessed, which affects its weight in the overall system for assessing
the EnEffIF.

The indicators are structured by groups and assessment approaches:
First Group—EnEff of buildings:
1.1—Quantitative indicators of EnEff of buildings (eight indicators);
1.2—Qualitative indicators of EnEff of buildings (ten indicators).
Second Group—EnEff of technological processes:
2.1—Quantitative indicators of EnEff of technological processes (eleven indicators);
2.2—Qualitative indicators of EnEff of technological processes (six indicators).
Third Group—Ensuring the energy and environmental management of the enterprise:
3.1—Quantitative indicators and characteristics of the management of EnEff and

environmental friendliness of an IF (one indicator);
3.2—Qualitative indicators and characteristics of the management of EnEff and envi-

ronmental friendliness of an IF (seven indicators).
The significance of each EnEff indicator was determined as the arithmetic mean of the

scores given by the respondents. The obtained values were the basis for determining the
specific weights of indicators in the general system of indicators of the EnEffIF. At the same
time, the weight of a group of indicators was taken into account based on the answers of
the respondents. The specific weights of EnEff-indicators, as well as the maximum and
minimum evaluation scores for each indicator, using the Excel program, made it possible
to calculate the maximum and minimum values of the final EnEff-indicator, which were
used to calibrate the scale for assessing the EnEff classes of an IF.

Questions 42 and 44–48 determined the qualitative information basis of the study.
This encompasses the proposals of the respondents on the proposed indicators, the co-
ordination of the distribution of points for assessing quantitative indicators (below the
standard value—zero points; above the standard by 0–5%—two points; above the stan-
dard by 5–10%—four points; above the norm by 10–20%—six points; above the norm by
20–30%—eight points; above the norm by more than 30%—ten points), and the principle
of the distribution of points in the general system assessment, comparing the significance
of quantitative and qualitative indicators, all indicators among themselves, or groups of
indicators. This is the most preferred system of ranking/classification of industrial facilities
and the corresponding labeling in the general assessment system (similar to the MKD
or STO NOSTROY 2.35.4-2011 [32]). Question 43 determined quantitative data, namely,
standard values for the given indicators (if any).

The questionnaire, which is the main tool of the empirical research method, was
distributed to the official e-mail addresses of industrial enterprises in Russia and also
posted on the portal of the State Information Systems “Energy Efficiency” (GIS “Energy
Efficiency”) page. The publicity of the questionnaire made it possible to ensure maximum
coverage of stakeholders.

When solving the empirical problem of determining the EnEff class of an IF using
the example of an operating enterprise, the method of questioning a representative of an
industrial enterprise developed by the authors was used (Table 1).
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Table 1. Fragment of the questionnaire for a representative of the enterprise for an IF.

№ Name of
Indicator

Type of
Indicator

Interval of
Indicator
Values in

Points

Indicator
Designation

Value of the
Indicator in

Points

Name of the
Source Used
to Justify the
Normative

Value of the
Indicator

Comments

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Section 1—EnEff of Buildings

Subsection—Resource Efficiency in Buildings

Energy consumption

Fuel consumption (boiler-furnace, motor)

1.1

Fuel
consumption
for heating

and
ventilation of
the building,

hot water
supply

quantitative
indicator [−10;10] K1.1

To be
completed by a

company
representative

To be
completed by a

company
representative

1.2
Fuel

consumption
system status

qualitative
indicator [−6;6] K1.2

To be
completed by a

company
representative

To be
completed by a

company
representative

Materials describing the indicators and instructions for filling out the questionnaire
were attached to the questionnaire for the enterprise of the IF. It is recommended to compare
the obtained data with project documentation and energy passports. The score values of
the indicators were processed taking into account their specific weights and compared with
the description of the criteria for assessing the EnEff of an IF. This allows you to determine
the EnEff class of an IF and draw conclusions about the current situation at the facility and
in the EnM system, as well as the possibilities for increasing the EnEff class.

3. Results

Let us present the main results of the development of the scale of EnEff classes of an
IF obtained in the study to ensure the practical use of the system of indicators for assessing
the EnEff of an IF, which are universal. They can be used for any industry in various
countries around the world. As noted above, the system of indicators for assessing an IF
includes three groups of indicators (the “EnEff of buildings”, the “EnEff of technological
processes”, and “Ensuring EnEff and environmental friendliness of an IF”) which have a
scoring measurement. The first two groups include quantitative and qualitative indicators
reflecting the consumption of energy resources and water. The third group includes
indicators for managing the EnEff and environmental friendliness of an IF. The presented
features of the system of indicators for assessing the EnEff of an IF, which provide the
possibility of applying a new approach to its provision, are of fundamental importance for
the formation of a scale of EnEff classes for industrial facilities.

According to the author’s approach, the definition of the boundaries of the scale of
EnEff classes of industrial facilities was carried out, taking into account the specific weight
and significance of an individual indicator included in the system of indicators of the
EnEffIF. Based on the conducted expert survey, a significant result was obtained, which
determines the principles for taking into account the specific weight of each of the groups
and individual indicators as part of the final assessment of the EnEffIF.
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As a result of the study, the specific weight of each group of indicators for assessing
the EnEffIF was determined. For the first group, “EnEff of buildings”, it was 30%; for the
second group, “EnEff of technological processes”, it was 50%; and for the third group,
“Ensuring EnEff and environmental friendliness of an IF”, it was 20%.

The significance of individual indicators of the EnEff in points as part of the final
assessment of the EnEffIF was also determined on the basis of a questionnaire survey. In
accordance with the author’s approach, the assessment of the significance of a particular
EnEff indicator was determined by experts using the formula developed by the authors:

RKji =
ZKji × Rj

∑ ZKji

(1)

where:
RKji —the share of a separate Kji-th indicator in the final assessment of the EnEffIF, %;
Kji—a separate i-th indicator of EnEff in the j-th group;
j—group of EnEff-indicators (j = 1,2,3), j1—group “EnEff of buildings”, j2—group “En-

Eff of technological processes”, j3—group “Ensuring EnEff and environmental friendliness
of an IF”;

i—indicator number in the j-th group;
ZKji —the significance score of a separate Kji-th EnEff indicator in the j-th group;
Rj—the share of the j-th group of EnEff-indicators in the final value of the indicator, %;

(for R1 = 30%; R2 = 50%; R3 = 20%);
∑ ZKji —overall significance score of the Kji-th indicators.
For the formation of their opinion, the experts were offered an interval for assessing

the significance of individual indicators of the EnEffIF (Kji-th) from one to ten points, with a
focus on the approach set out in the rating system for assessing a sustainable environment.
Experts assigned one point to the least significant indicator and ten points to the most
significant indicator.

The score values and the specific weights of individual indicators of the EnEffIF as
part of the final value of its EnEff indicator, obtained on the basis of a survey of experts and
the formula developed by the authors, are presented in Table 2.

A separate indicator of the EnEffIF refers to a certain range of indicator values (pqKji ).
To divide the scale for assessing the EnEff classes of an IF into classes, the following posi-
tions were formulated: quantitative indicators are distributed in the interval [−10;10] and
qualitative indicators are distributed in the interval [−6;6]. When choosing the boundaries
of the intervals, the authors took the intervals as a basis, taking into account all variants of
deviations in the actual values of indicators from the normative (or required state) with a
step of two points. It should be noted that a number of indicators can only have positive
values; for example, quantitative indicators of the use of renewable and secondary energy
resources for the heating, water supply, and air conditioning of a building and secondary
energy resources and energy from renewable energy sources in the production process.
These indicators are not mandatory requirements for improving EnEff, as regulating the
consumption of energy resources and water is, but reflect only the initiative of the enterprise
to reduce energy consumption. The values of the points assigned to them can be in the
interval [0;10]. Similarly, the quality indicators of the application of ISO 14000 and 50000 se-
ries standards [33,34], namely, building environmental certificates, building materials, and
equipment; use by the enterprise of a centralized dispatching system with the possibility of
individual (zonal) regulation; a local automation system for engineering support systems;
energy-saving equipment and modern systems of automation of technological processes;
energy efficient technologies from the best available technology (BAT) list; assessment of
the actual state of industrial and power equipment and the quality of sanitary protection;
and monitoring of energy consumption and measures to optimize microclimate parameters
in terms of temperature, humidity, and air exchange reflect the degree of their use and
can take values in the range [0;6]. The distribution of EnEff-indicators within the accepted
intervals is presented in Table 3.
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Table 2. Point values and the share of individual indicators of the EnEffIF as part of the final value of
the indicator of its EnEff.

№ Indicator Designation
Kji

Significance of the Indicator in Points
ZKji

Share of Indicator, %
RKji

1 2 3 4

The first group—EnEff of buildings (R1 = 30%)
1 K1.1 7 1.94
2 K1.2 7 1.87
3 K1.3 8 2.05
4 K1.4 8 2.11
5 K1.5 8 2.08

6
K1.6.1

7
0.67

K1.6.2 0.67
K1.6.3 0.67

7 K1.7 7 2.04
8 K1.8 6 1.74
9 K1.9 7 1.97
10 K1.10 5 1.35
11 K1.11 5 1.36
12 K1.12 7 1.94
13 K1.13 7 1.99
14 K1.14 7 1.83
15 K1.15 7 1.86
16 K1.16 7 1.87

Total 110 30.00

The second group—EnEff of technological processes (R21 = 50%)
1 K2.1 7 3.03
2 K2.2 7 3.06
3 K2.3 8 3.17
4 K2.4 7 2.93
5 K2.5 7 3.1
6 K2.6 8 3.17
7 K2.7 7 2.78
8 K2.8 8 3.22
9 K2.9 7 2.79
10 K2.10 6 2.7
11 K2.11 8 3.34
12 K2.12 7 3.13
13 K2.13 5 2.28
14 K2.14 5 2.24
15 K2.15 8 3.18
16 K2.16 7 2.86
17 K2.17 7 3.02

Total 119 50.00

The shird group—Ensuring EnEff and environmental friendliness of an IF
1 K3.1 7 2.59
2 K3.2 6 2.19
3 K3.3 7 2.73
4 K3.4 7 2.48
5 K3.5 7 2.57
6 K3.6 7 2.57
7 K3.7 6 2.25
8 K3.8 7 2.60

Total 54 20.00

Total for the third group 283 100
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Table 3. Distribution of EnEff-indicators by interval values.

Quantitative and Qualitative
Indicators Group of EnEff-Indicators (j)

Interval of
Indicator

Values in Points (pqKji
)

Group Indicators in a
Specific Interval

Kji

1 2 3 4

Quantitative indicators

First group (j = 1)

[−10;10]

K1.1, K1.3, K1.6.1, K1.6.2, K1.6.3,
K1.8

Second group (j = 2) K2.1, K2.2, K2.3, K2.4, K2.5, K2.6,
K2.7, K2.8, K2.9, K2.10

Third group (j = 3) K3.5

First group (j = 1)

[0;10]

K1.10, K1.11

Second group (j = 2) K2.13, K2.14

Third group (j = 3) K3.1

Qualitative indicators

First group (j = 1)

[−6;6]

K1.2, K1.4, K1.5, K1.7, K1.9

Second group (j = 2) K2.5

Third group (j = 3) K3.8

First group (j = 1)

[0;6]

K1.12, K1.13, K1.14, K1.15, K1.16

Second group (j = 2) K2.11, K2.12, K2.15, K2.16, K2.17

Third group (j = 3) K3.2, K3.3, K3.4, K3.6, K3.7

To form the lower (negative) and upper (positive) limits of the scale of EnEff classes
of industrial facilities, the specific weight of an individual EnEff indicator (RKji, Table 1) is
multiplied by the points of the boundary value of the interval in which they fell as a result
of an expert survey (pKji

, Table 2).
Thus, a separate (Kji) indicator is weighted according to its boundary negative and

positive values.
The determination of the weighted score values of the boundaries of the interval of a

separate indicator of the EnEffIF was carried out on the basis of the formula proposed by
the authors:

VqKji = RqKji•pqKji
, (2)

where:
VqKji—weighted score value of the boundaries of the interval of a separate indicator

of EnEffIF Kji;
q—symbol for demonstrating a negative or positive scale and is not a calculated

indicator, for negative values q = 1, for positive values q = 2;
pqKji

—boundary values of the interval of a separate Kji-th EnEff indicator in points,

Table 4 presents the weighted score values of the boundaries of the range of EnEff-
indicators of an IF.
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Table 4. Weighted score values of the boundaries of the interval of EnEff-indicators of an IF.

№
Indicator

Designation
Kji

Borderline
Negative Value of

the Indicator
Interval in Points

p1Kji

Borderline Positive
Value of the

Indicator Interval
in Points

p2Kji

Weighted Negative
Value of the Limit

of the Indicator
Interval in Points

V1Kji

Weighted Positive
Value Limit of the
Indicator Interval

in Points
V2Kji

1 2 3 4 5 = 3 × RKji 6 = 4 × RKji

The first group of indicators—EnEff of buildings
1 K1.1 −10 10 −19.4 19.4
2 K1.2 −6 6 −11.22 11.22
3 K1.3 −10 10 −20.5 20.5
4 K1.4 −6 6 −12.66 12.66
5 K1.5 −6 6 −12.48 12.48
6 K1.6.1 −10 10 −6.7 6.7

K1.6.2 −10 10 −6.7 6.7
K1.6.3 −10 10 −6.7 6.7

7 K1.7 −6 6 −12.24 12.24
8 K1.8 −10 10 −17.4 17.4
9 K1.9 −6 6 −11.82 11.82

10 K1.10 0 10 0 13.5
11 K1.11 0 10 0 13.6
12 K1.12 0 6 0 11.64
13 K1.13 0 6 0 11.94
14 K1.14 0 6 0 10.98
15 K1.15 0 6 0 11.16
16 K1.16 0 6 0 11.22

Total - - −137.8 221.86

The second group of indicators—EnEff of technological processes
1 K2.1 −10 10 −30.3 30.3
2 K2.2 −10 10 −30.6 30.6
3 K2.3 −10 10 −31.7 31.7
4 K2.4 −10 10 −29.3 29.3
5 K2.5 −6 6 −18.6 18.6
6 K2.6 −10 10 −31.7 31.7
7 K2.7 −10 10 −27.8 27.8
8 K2.8 −10 10 −32.2 32.2
9 K2.9 −10 10 −27.9 32.2

10 K2.10 −10 10 −27 27.9
11 K2.11 0 6 0 27.9
12 K2.12 0 6 0 18.78
13 K2.13 0 10 0 31
14 K2.14 0 10 0 22.4
15 K2.15 0 6 0 19.08
16 K2.16 0 6 0 17.16
17 K2.17 0 6 0 18.12

Total - - −308.24 430.88

The third group of indicators—Ensuring the EnEff and environmental friendliness of an IF
1 K3.1 0 10 0 25.9
2 K3.2 0 6 0 13.14
3 K3.3 0 6 0 16.38
4 K3.4 0 6 0 14.88
5 K3.5 −10 10 −25.7 25.7
6 K3.6 0 6 0 15.42
7 K3.7 0 6 0 13.62
8 K3.8 −6 6 −15.6 15.6

Total - - −41.3 140.64

Total for the third group - - −466 788
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The extreme negative and positive values of the boundaries of the scale of EnEff classes
of an IF are determined by summing the weighted negative and positive score values of
the boundaries of the intervals of individual indicators (Kji). First, the negative scores of
the values of the interval of individual indicators are summed up (V1Kji at q = 1), and the
extreme negative limit of the scale of EnEff classes of industrial facilities is determined.
Then, the positive scores of the values of the interval of individual indicators are summed
up (V2Kji at q = 2), and the extreme positive limit of the scale of EnEff classes of indus-
trial facilities is determined. The formula proposed by the authors for the calculation is
as follows:

Vs = ∑
q

VqKji (3)

where Vs—the extreme weighted score value of the boundary indicator of the scale of EnEff
classes of an IF; for a negative value of the boundary indicator, s = 1, for a positive value,
s = 2.

The extreme negative value of the boundary of the scale of EnEff classes of industrial
facilities (V1) obtained as a result of the calculations was −466 points, and the extreme
positive value (V2), respectively, was 788 points.

The study also resulted in the formation of classes for assessing the EnEffIF within the
boundaries of the developed scale [−466;788]. The authors took as a basis the approach
of letter designation of EnEff classes, which is adopted in the practice of evaluating the
EnEff classes of apartment buildings. Within the boundaries of the developed scale, it is
proposed to distinguish nine classes: five classes for industrial facilities with low EnEff and
letter designations from G to C (G, F, E, D, C) and four classes for objects with sufficient and
high EnEff, with designations from B to A++ (B, A, A+, A++). In the proposed approach,
the B-class is the median. Its lower bound is set to zero. Points within the limits of negative
and positive values of the indicators of the intervals of the developed scale of EnEff classes
are distributed evenly. Taking into account the accepted number of classes, the interval
step for negative values of EnEff-indicators is 93 (466/5) and for positive values it is 197
(788/4). The developed scale of EnEff classes of industrial facilities is shown in Figure 4.
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The study developed a detailed description of the EnEff classes of industrial facilities,
which is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Characteristics of EnEff classes of industrial facilities.

EnEff Class
Designation Name of EnEff Class

The Interval of Values
of the Final Indicator of

EnEff in Points
Brief Description of the EnEff Class

1 2 3 4

A++ Very high [592;788] EnEff-indicators are at the level of reference

A+ High [395;591] The main EnEff-indicators are higher than the
normative values.

A Elevated [198;394] Individual indicators of
B Normal [0;197] EnEff have reference values

C Reduced [−93;−1] The main EnEff-indicators are above the
normative values

D Low [−186;−94] EnEff-indicators comply with standard values
E Very low [−280;−187] Some EnEff-indicators are below standard values

F Extremely low [−373;−188] Most of the EnEff-indicators are below the
standard values

G Invalid [−466;−374] EnEff-indicators below standard values
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Approbation of the developed rating scale at an operating industrial enterprise, which
is one of the leading manufacturers of concrete transport equipment in Russia, showed that
the results of assessing the EnEff class of an IF make it possible to form new directions for
improving its EnEff, including through the use of reserves for creating industrial enterprise
EnM systems. Using the questionnaire developed by the authors, a survey of specialists in
an industrial enterprise was conducted.

The processing of the survey results made it possible to determine the EnEff class of an
industrial enterprise producing concrete transport equipment. The final value of the EnEff
index of this IF was 3.08, which, in accordance with the developed scale of EnEff classes of
industrial facilities, classifies it as a B-class. The result obtained indicates the compliance of
the IF with all regulatory requirements in the field of EnEff. An assessment of the EnEff
of an industrial enterprise producing concrete transport equipment to determine its EnEff
class is presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Assessment of EnEff of an industrial enterprise producing concrete transport equipment.

№ Indicator
Designation

The Value of the
Indicator in Points EnEff Rating in Points

1 2 3 4

The first group of indicators—EnEff of buildings
1 K1.1 6 0.12
2 K1.2 2 0.04
3 K1.3 4 0.08
4 K1.4 2 0.04
5 K1.5 2 0.04

6
K1.6.1 4 0.03
K1.6.2 4 0.03
K1.6.3 4 0.03

7 K1.7 −2 −0.04
8 K1.8 2 0.03
9 K1.9 6 0.12
10 K1.10 2 0.03
11 K1.11 6 0.08
12 K1.12 6 0.12
13 K1.13 0 0.00
14 K1.14 2 0.04
15 K1.15 2 0.04
16 K1.16 0 0.00

Total 52 0.81

The second group of indicators—EnEff of technological processes
1 K2.1 0 0.00
2 K2.2 0 0.00
3 K2.3 8 0.25
4 K2.4 −4 −0.12
5 K2.5 6 0.19
6 K2.6 4 0.13
7 K2.7 2 0.06
8 K2.8 4 0.13
9 K2.9 6 0.17
10 K2.10 2 0.05
11 K2.11 6 0.20
12 K2.12 4 0.13
13 K2.13 8 0.18
14 K2.14 4 0.09
15 K2.15 2 0.06
16 K2.16 2 0.06
17 K2.17 6 0.18

Total 60 1.75
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Table 6. Cont.

№ Indicator
Designation

The Value of the
Indicator in Points EnEff Rating in Points

1 2 3 4

The third group of indicators—Ensuring EnEff and environmental friendliness of an IF
1 K3.1 6 0.16
2 K3.2 0 0.00
3 K3.3 6 0.16
4 K3.4 0 0.00
5 K3.5 4 0.10
6 K3.6 2 0.05
7 K3.7 2 0.05
8 K3.8 0 0.00

Total 20 0.52

Total for the
third group 132 3.08

Negative values of the indicators were noted for such indicators as the water consump-
tion of the engineering support systems of the building, which is included in the “EnEff of
Buildings” group (−2 points) and the water consumption for the production of products
included in the group “EnEff of technological processes” (−4 points).

The analysis of data from a survey of specialists of an industrial enterprise made it
possible to identify factors that affect its EnEff. In the first group, “EnEff of buildings”,
these factors include: the presence of a centralized dispatching system with the possibility
of individual (zonal) regulation and the use of secondary energy resources and RES for the
heating, water supply, and air conditioning of the building. In the second group, “EnEff of
technological processes”, these factors include the use of automation systems and energy-
saving equipment (such as LED lighting equipment and variable frequency drives (VFDs))
and the consumption of secondary energy resources and energy from RES in the production
process. In the third group, “Ensuring EnEff and environmental friendliness of an IF”, these
factors include effective investment in energy-saving measures, implementation of energy
management principles by the enterprise, certification of the environmental management
system in accordance with the requirements of the international standard ISO 14001, regular
monitoring of energy consumption by the enterprise, implementation of energy-saving
measures with a short payback period, and compliance with sanitary protection require-
ments (including the organization of sanitary protective zones) in accordance with the
hazard class of industrial facilities and industries.

The obtained results will allow the enterprise to determine the main directions for
improving the EnEffIF based on the development of measures to bring the level of negative
values of indicators to positive values. Possible directions for improving the EnEffIF in
accordance with the proposed approach, which is certainly new, should be related to the
requirements of the ISO 50001 energy management system, monitoring of energy con-
sumption dynamics, energy efficient technologies from the BAT list, the quality of sanitary
protection, environmental management systems ISO 14001, and the quality of the orga-
nization of waste collection and disposal. In addition, the method enables accounting
for the costs and results of ongoing energy saving measures and ensures the effective-
ness of investments in improving the EnEffIF and assessments of the payback period of
investments.

4. Discussion

The conducted research and development of a scale of EnEff classes for industrial
facilities showed that the current practice is associated with two approaches. The first
approach is related to the definition of the scale of EnEff classes of apartment buildings
based on quantitative indicators. The second approach proceeds from the definitions of
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the scale of sustainable habitat classes for designed and operated residential and public
buildings using scores of quantitative and qualitative indicators. In this approach, when
determining quality indicators, the opinion of experts was taken into account.

In the author’s approach, when developing the scale of EnEffIF, the second approach
was taken as a basis, but supplemented in the above aspects. A scale of EnEff classes was
developed for a new facility: an industrial enterprise; The EnEff assessment indicators
that are used in the development of the EnEff scale not only take the EnEff of the building
into account, but also the EnEff of the technological process and steps to ensure the EnEff
and environmental friendliness of the IF. This approach makes it possible to determine
the EnEff class of an IF within the limits of the scale of EnEff classes, taking into account
all areas of consumption of energy resources and water, and to form a set of measures
to improve the EnEffIF. At the same time, all existing systems exclusively evaluate the
efficiency of the use of energy carriers and do not reflect current trends in the field of
sustainable development, including environmental and management aspects (management
of EnEff and environmental friendliness). The use of qualitative indicators in determining
EnEff-indicators for the formation of an EnEff scale has been extended to include buildings
and technological processes. At the same time, the calculation of EnEff-indicators in
points was taken as the foundation but supplemented with calculations to determine the
significance of a separate indicator in the total set of EnEff-indicators. Approaches to the
formation of EnEff object classes and stable environment classes for objects have been
analyzed in detail and will be included in one of the following publications. The author’s
approach, among other things, differs in that the scale of EnEff classes of industrial facilities
also includes negative values of weighted EnEff-indicators, which expands the range of
industrial enterprises for which an EnEff class can be defined.

An important contribution to the solution of the issue of developing a scale of EnEff
classes of industrial facilities is the mathematical apparatus developed by the authors for the
sequential calculation of intermediate values of indicators to determine the indicators of the
boundaries of the scale of EnEff classes of an IF. At the same time, at each stage of calculating
the intermediate values of the indicators, the significance of an individual indicator in
their total population was confirmed on the basis of expert opinions obtained using the
questionnaires developed by the authors. In addition to the above, the authors proposed to
include in the calculation the specific weight of each group of IF EnEff indicators, which
was supported by experts. The proposed solutions make it possible to determine the
boundary values of the scale of the EnEff class of an IF, taking into account an extended
number of factors. Considering the proposed approach to determining the boundaries of
the scale of EnEff classes of industrial facilities as universal, the authors do not exclude the
possibility of expanding the range of factors to be taken into account in assessing the EnEff
of industrial facilities and determining the boundaries of the scale of their EnEff classes
depending on the sectoral affiliation of the IF.

An assessment of the EnEffIF is proposed according to a universal rating scale in
points, which is subsequently adjusted to take into account the specific weight of each
indicator. In alternative assessment systems, there are no specific weights of indicators, and
the assessment scale is more variable, i.e., the proposed scores for the respective criteria
for assessing the indicators already take into account the significance of each of them. One
subject for further discussion may be the approach proposed by the authors to determine
the number of classes in the scale of EnEff classes of industrial facilities. The authors admit
the possibility of reducing or increasing the number of EnEff classes of industrial facilities,
depending on various factors, such as the size and composition of the property complex,
natural and climatic conditions at the location of the IF, energy potential, the required
degree of detail included in the calculations of EnEff-indicators, changes in regulations, etc.

This study is based on factors and their parametric values obtained as a result of
processing an expert survey. It is clear that changes in global priorities, restrictions and
shifts in focus, and more detailed analysis and in-depth expert assessments can change
the composition of indicators and their weights. In view of this, it is necessary to create a
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survey methodology conducted by state authorities specialized in EnEff and ensure the
collection of statistics through state information systems with the possibility of posting
on state statistics portals (Rosstat, Eurostat, etc.). The quality and speed of making adjust-
ments to the assessment system will be influenced by information tools for collecting and
processing data.

5. Conclusions

This study, which was carried out by the authors over three years, revealed many
problems that impede the development of a system for classifying IF according to EnEff.
The key reason for the lack of practical developments in the research area is the uniqueness
of the objects and the wide range of regulatory indicators affecting EnEff and, for certain
areas and industries, their absence. Another important issue is the creation of a unified
system for collecting information on objects that allows verification of scientific proposals.

The final results presented in this article provided the definition of the boundaries of
the EnEff class scale of industrial facilities, the identification of classes within the boundaries
of this scale, and operation on the example of an operating enterprise. The results obtained
were achieved through the use of a set of research methods based on the materials of
previous results reflected in the author’s articles [30,31] and supplemented by the results of
an expert survey.

The solution of the first task set by the authors is related to determining the specific
weight of a separate EnEff indicator of an IF as part of the final value of its EnEff indicator,
which includes three groups of EnEff-indicators, which was determined by the authors
as the result of an expert survey (for the first group of indicators (EnEff of buildings), the
totality of all indicators is 30%; for the second group of indicators (EnEff of technological
processes), the aggregate of all indicators is 50%; for the third group of indicators (Ensuring
EnEff and environmental friendliness of an IF), the aggregate of all indicators is 20%).

The most important result of the study was the developed scale of EnEff classes for
industrial facilities. The proposed scale of EnEff classes takes into account the experience
of developing rating scales for buildings according to “green standards”. At the same time,
it is distinguished by the author’s approach, which makes it possible to take into account
in the assessment of the EnEffIF not only positive values of indicators, but also negative
ones, as well as the differentiation of industrial facilities in terms of EnEff. To this end, the
authors proposed to allocate four classes of industrial facilities with a positive assessment
of EnEff (A++, A+, A, B) and five classes with a negative assessment of EnEff (C, D, E, F, G).
Based on these provisions, it is possible to distribute industrial facilities by EnEff classes
in a certain sequence built by the authors. It is assumed that the developed scale of EnEff
classes can be used in the development of national systems for assessing the EnEffIF in
different countries. If the point-rating system for classifying industrial facilities by EnEff is
distributed in a private format in the form of voluntary certification systems, the results of
the analysis and the formation of industry ratings will form a benchmarking system and
become a market tool for increasing the competitiveness of enterprises.

The applied significance of the solutions developed by the authors is confirmed by the
practical use of the scale of classes of EnEffIF at a particular industrial enterprise. As a result
of the analysis of the survey data of a representative of an enterprise and the assignment of
an IF to a specific EnEff class, conclusions were drawn regarding the factors affecting the
EnEff of an object, which makes it possible to determine the main directions for increasing
the EnEffIF.

At the same time, the issues of concretizing the composition of the indicators of each
group, which require taking into account the industry specifics of industrial facilities,
remain debatable, which will certainly affect the limits of the scale and interval values of
each class. At the same time, the principle of forming the scale of EnEff classes and the
boundaries of class intervals, as well as the number of classes, will remain the same.

If the state or interstate organizations approve the draft methodology for assessing
the EnEffIF, it is necessary to provide mathematical testing of the results of calculating
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the weights of EnEff-indicators from big data that will be collected by industry for its
adjustment.
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